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Foreword

Six years ago, coming out of a “24/7” kind of job at a Brussels-based youth organization, I 
signed a contract at the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies (AIAS) that set me 
off on a whole new adventure. This signaled a period of transformation from an in-charge-
of-everything and always-out-of-time Secretary General into a PhD student with virtually no 
responsibilities and all the time in the world to read up on literature, think about research 
questions, and chat about insecurities, advisers, and the entrenchment of gender and ethnic 
inequalities in globalized capitalist economies. I could barely believe my luck – to have landed 
a position where I’d merely have to do what I love. I had the best possible welcome at 
AIAS, where lunches were enjoyed together (in the park as soon as temperatures topped 20 
degrees Celsius) and everybody always seemed happy to walk into you in the corridor, or as 
least they would after the first morning coffee. I thank all my AIAS colleagues, many of whom 
have become my friends, for being the warmest and most welcoming organization I can 
imagine. I look back on years of successful institutional growth – such as the launch of tosti 
Fridays (now tosti Mondays), the acquisition of the table tennis table, and the very generous 
offer of Nespresso coffee. Thanks are due, in particular, to Angelique (genius behind some 
spectacular office outings), Casper (the one and only tosti master), Claire (my reliable dinner 
date and always ready to pressure an Indian colleague into teaching us how to cook), Noëlle 
(owner of the unicorn slippers that compete in awesomeness with my Kung Fu Pandas), and 
Wike (Zen and plan expert who can make any task look small).

My PhD years have taken me to many places, literally and mentally. First and foremost, 
this journey was guided by my advisers: Kea Tijdens, Maarten Keune, and Stephanie 
Steinmetz. They patiently debated with me every time I refused to reduce my research 
questions to a more manageable size, read what I am sure were hundreds of draft papers 
about nothing and everything, and gave me the direction I needed to succeed. The program 
group Institutions, Inequalities and Life Courses at the sociology department, which kind of 
adopted me in my first year, has provided me with valuable access to the broader sociological 
community, much advice, and many friendships. Naturally, I am grateful for the inspiration 
I thirstily took in while a guest at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Universidad de Oviedo, the 
Graduate Center of the City University of New York, Tel Aviv University, and the University of 
Pennsylvania. Working in different environments and learning from all the professors I want 
to be like when I grow up has been a privilege. It’s a privilege made possible by the EQUALSOC 
and Webdatanet networks, the European Consortium for Sociological Research, the Research 
Committee on Social Stratification and Mobility, the Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, Catherine 
van Tussenbroekfonds and Jo Kolk Studiefonds. Both the funders and the inspiring professors 



I worked with, all of whom I wrote to with the ambition to explore new fields and who 
granted me that wish expecting so little in return, I thank for their generosity. 

Finally, I’d like to thank all those people who pulled me through the more difficult times 
in the life of a PhD candidate, which I am tempted to leave out of this foreword – that, 
however, would be a lie. Particularly towards the end, when attention to detail becomes 
more important than new ideas, I often struggled to get back to the writing. Some people 
were instrumental in getting me through these moments. I thank Elleke, Alicia, and, yes it’s 
a cliché, my mother for being always on my side and enduring the phone calls that were 
really only me talking as well as for calling back when I didn’t. I am grateful to my family 
for the support and advice, as well as occasionally kicking my ass. I clung to my karate and 
nunchaku trainings, which through the years have become a familiar and effective way to 
blow off some steam. I thank the WageIndicator team (too sexy for science, really) that makes 
research look both cool and relevant: you’re the best motivator there is. Hannah, Jana, and 
Bibi helped me re-discover the power of concentration; Noëlle and Wike censored my emails 
when I was angry or lost; Christy, Shadi, Yana, Megan, and Lauren made my English read like 
real English. Most of all, I enjoyed the support and friendship of many – you know who you 
are. Both at home and in the unfamiliar far-away places I spent the months of my research 
visits, you made me feel happy, curious, and lucky. Now that this thesis has been submitted 
and I have been seeing more of you again, you make me feel like new adventures.

Janna Besamusca
Amsterdam, January 2019




